[Relais cells and afferent axons in the dorsal part of the lateral geniculate body in the albino rat under geometrical aspects].
1. The average volumes of dendritic domaines of relay neurons (P-neurons) were calculated and the quantitative relations to the neuronal elements situated in this area were investigated. Likewise we carried out measurements and calculations at the terminal parts of afferent axons, to find a conception concerning possible contacts between axons and P-neurons considering quantitative aspects. 2. The dendrites of one P-neuron are distributed in an area of about 0,008 mum3. In this area there are located somata of at least 120 other P-neurons and dendrites of altogether about 900 P-neurons. 3. The type-1-axons (cortical afferents) run almost linearly in the longitudinal system of the CGLd. Traversing a distance adequate to the diameter of a P-neuron (250 mum) the dendrites of 150 to 170 P-neurons may cross the course of one axon. At this distance the axon, however, has just set up about 50 boutons, thus synaptic contacts may be established with one third at most of the existing cells. A type-1-axon that is bifurcating in the entrance area into the CGLd is altogether of about 2000 mum in length and is able to develop about 420 presynaptic profiles. 4. The type-2-axons (retinal afferents) show a distinct terminal branching zone. The Golgi-Kopsch impregnated terminals of type-2a-axons are distributed in a space of 147000 mum3 capacity, the corresponding terminals of type-2b-axons in a space of 443000 mum3. The type-2a-axons having an average number of 23 boutons, may contact the dendritic branching zones of 25 P-neurons. There is a good reason to assume that type-2b-axons are in contact also with terminal dendritic parts of P-neurons. Thus the number of P-cells, which spread their dendrites into the terminal branching zone of one type-2b-axon may amount to 540. The average number of boutons of one type-2b-terminal, however, is only about 160. This means that synaptic contacts may be developed to the P-neurons-dendrites not exceeding 30% of them. 5. Various aspects of divergence of axon terminals in the albino rat's CGLd are discussed.